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Abstract 

The mountainous areas of the Greek dominion are occupied by many occasional~y
 

inhabitable villages that were deserted because of the jact that they were founded on
 
areas affected by landslides. Many of those villages, during the last years, were re

constructed and their houses were turned into occasionally inhabitable countlY
 
houses,
 
The proposed support and protection measures for the reconstruction of those vil

lages must follow the niles of the rational management ofthe financial sources. The
 
construction ofexpensive retaining structures in order to protect deserted houses or
 
building sites ofinsignificant value is inexcusable.
 
in those cases the geological studies must precede all reconstruction activities.
 
Those S'tudies can provide detailed guide-lines in order to prevent the reactivation of
 
the landslides and/or to reduce the implications in case of reactivation. Also, the
 
geoLogicaL studies can determine the necessmy combination of the protection and
 
support measures capable to bLock the preparatory and the triggering causal factors
 
of the sliding movements. This way, the cost of the applied measures reduces to ac

ceptable levels, compatible to the occasional use ofthose Villages.
 
Pelroxori village (Argilhea district, Karditsa prefecture) is a typical example of a
 
village constructed 0/1 an unstable area that generated several geotechnical prob

lems. The evaluation of those problems and the presentation of the proposed meas

ures can be a useji.tI reference for the confrontation orsimilar situations.
 
Key HJords: Rotational slides, occasionally inhabitable villages, Petroxori, Argithea.
 

EVToe; TWV op[wv Ti7e; E}cAl/VIK'~C; E:JrlKpo.Tuae; E:VT07ri{ovTw TW)..Vo.plepa. XWpio. To. 07W[a.
 
ryKaw)..ci<pBryKa.V E:C:wTio.e; rov yqovoToe; on cixo.v Be.LldlweEii aEi 7fEiplOxi:e; 7fOV 7fH/T

rovwv (;.7fO IwroXl(Je~(JGlC;, nOMa. am) W XWpla. o.VTa. (JT1C; jJi:pEiC; pac; avo.KawoKcva.

~-()vrat rrpOiCEiljJE:vOV vo. XPIJaljJ07f01l7eOVV Yla EiC:0XIKI;C; Iw,TOlKice;,
 
H f:m)..oytJ TWV pi:rpWY rrpoowaiac; yLa TryY aVTI,UcTW7[l(JI7 TcaV c7fl,uipove; yumexVtKWY
 
7fPOjJXl1jJo.TOJV 7fOV 7fPOKo.)..OVV 01 /(o.TOXlOe~Oi;IC; 7fpim::1 va fJo.OKCTW OTiC; a.pXic; Trye;
 
opBO)..OytK~C; 6wxdplorye; Tevv 01KOVOjJ1KWV rropwv. LJI1)..a611l1 Ko.WOKEiVtJ o.KPljJOJV ,IIi

TpWV vrro(JTJ/plC:ryC; yw TryV rrpo(JTo.aia cYKo.wXdEilpjJl;vwv KaTOIKIOJV ~ olKorri(jwv a

a~jJCl.VTy/c; OIKOVO,WK~C; o.(fac; &Y dvw o.7fo&/(TI].
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Lm; n£pl7ITCaa£li; aVO.KaW(JKCVI7c; TtTOlWV XCUpUJJV nptn£1 anapa1Tl7TWr; va np0y/YE:iWl 
JIS}J;T'7 ySWAOYIKIlc; Ko.roJ..}''7AOT'7Wr;. H aUyKsKplJlf;v7J jls).iT'7 JlnopE:i va f;VTOnim;1 w; 
amaBslc; nsplOxtc; Kat va vnor5E:i(SI TponoVr; aVaKaT(J.uK<:V~C; nov va anOTpE:nOVV T'7V 
£navacv£pyonoi'7(Jr/ rcuv Ka.TOAlaBI7(!f:WV 17 upoaov Sno.va.6vspyonolileOvv va anoTpt
novv Ty/V npOKA'7a'7 cpBopwv (JS KaWlKisr;. EJrlnAE:ov, '7 mJYKf;KPljl[;V'7 jlSN:T'7 jlnopGi va 
vno&£I:£1 avw)vo.ajloVc; pE:TpWV lKaV())V va avamdAovv Til i5po.ay/ TWV napayoVT()JV 
nov npoKoJ..ovV ro. KawAI(JBy/rlKo. rpO-lvoW:va pf; TO !llKPOTSPO (5VVaTO Komoc;. 
To fl[;TPOXWpl T'7r; KOIVOTy/WC; ApylBtar; wv NOjlOl) KapJiraar; anOTdsi tva TOJrlKO 
na.po.6f:lYjla avaKaraCiKwa(ojlf;vOU XWplOV TO onoio aVrlpnwni(sl (Jofjo.pb. yUUT£XV1
Ko. npo!JAI7j1a.ro. AOYw rwv kaTOA1(Jey/TlK(/JV rpalVOjltvcuv nov nA~rTOvv tva prywLo rjll7
jlo. rov. 0 mJv(5vaujlOr; TWV 17JrlWV Kar OIKOvoJIlKcav jltrpwv npomauiar; nou npord
vovrw I'm TlIV avrljl£TWJrl(Jy/ TWV npo!JA'7po.TWV avuav jlnopsi va anorr:AE:u<:l avarpopo. 
yza av6J.oysr; nsplnTwa£lr; ncplmaawKwc; KawlKiullf1WV XWpIWV. 
At?cu; ,,:J..w5ui: KUKAIKtc; oA/(Je~aC1r;. n£plmamaKcar; KaWIKI7m!1a xwpuJ., flnpoxwpl, 
ApylBta. 

1. Introduction 

The mountainous areas of the Greek dominion are occupied by many occasionally inhabitable 
villages. A grate number of those villages were deserted because of the serious geotechnical 
problems had been occurring due to the fact that they were founded on areas affected by landslides. 

The first residents, mainly cattle-breeders, of those mountainous villages chose their locations 
based on the existence of spring water and of small arable areas. The areas covering those needs 
most of the times are occupied by flysch or neogene fomlations, or by debris materials. Those 
formations combined with the intensive rainfalls and the man-made processes are connected with 
the 80 % of the landslides occun'ing in Greece (Koukis et.a!' 2005). 

Many of those villages have been desel1ed for several decades but, despite the geotechnical 
problems, during the last years their houses were reconstnlcted and tumed into occasionally 
inhabitable country houses, activated only during the spring or the summer holidays. The 
reconstruction of those villages brought to the front the geotechnical problems and forced the local 
authorities to search for solutions. 

Those geotechnical problems can not be confronted by applying expensive techniques similar to 
those applied for the stabilisation of sliding areas affecting national roads, cities or pennanently 
inhabitable villages. On the contrary, the reconstruction of those villages must follow specific mles 
in order to avoid the reactivation of the landslides and/or to reduce the implications in case of 
reactivation. That way, the cost of the protection and the stabilisation measures reduces to 
acceptable levels, compatible to the occasional use of those villages. 

Petroxori is a village located at the mountainous areas of Karditsa prefecture within the 
administrative limits of Argithea district. Petroxori is a typical example of a village constructed on 
an unstahle area that generated several geotechnical problems. Those problems, combined with 
socioeconomic criteria, stopped the development of the village. During the last decade the village 
was partly reconstructed, but the reactivation of the sliding area generated several problems. The 
evaluation of those problems and the presentation of the proposed measures can be a useful 
reference for the confrontation of similar situations. 

2. Geomorphological and geological settings 

Petroxori village is constructed on the east slope of Karaves hill (south Pindos) on an altitude of 
1100 m. The dip angles of the slopes at the proximity of the village are 40° to 50° (Fig. 1). Be
cause of the intensive inclination of the slopes, the area occupied by the village was fonned in ter
races. 
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The village was founded on the formations of geotectonic zone of Pindos. To be more precise the 
south-western part of the village was founded on the upper Cretaceous limestones, the north
eastern part was founded on the flysch and on the transition layers to the flysch fonTIation and the 
central part on debris materials (I.G .M.E. 1993). 

The transition layers to the flysch fonnation constitute the passage of the upper Cretaceous lime
stones towards the flysch and they consist of platy limestones, sandstones and argilaceous schists 
alternations. The limestones predominate in the lower and the sandstones in the upper members. 
The debris materials are products of the tectonic fracturing and the erosion of the before mentioned 
bedding fonnations and, concerning their grain distribution, they can be characterised as sandy 
clays with gravels. 

In general, Pindos zone 
formations are characterized 
by an extremely complicated 
structure. They appear 
highly folded in a series of 
anticlines and synclines, 
interrupted and displaced by 
fracturing and faulting. 
Particularly, at the center of 
the village, the flysch 
formation occupies the core 
of a syncline structure with 
an aXIS of N.NW-S.SE 
direction and a plunge 
towards N.NW. Both, the 
eastern and western limbs of 
this syncline are occupied by Figure 1 - A panoramic view of the Petroxori village 
the transition to the flysch 
formation, as well as, by upper Cretaceous limestones. The western limb of the Petroxori syncline 
was thrusted with impulse from the east to the west over a parallel syncline with a core composed, 
mainly, by layers belonging to the transition to the flysch formation. The western limb verges to
wards the east with an angle of 45° to 60° The above described tectonic structures are interrupted 
by faults ofNE-SW direction. 

3. Geotechnical settings - Distribution of the Failures 

According to bibliographical data Petroxori was damaged by landslides several times (Eleftheriou 
and Mougiaris 1980). Those phenomena were examined for the first time on 1957, but since then 
reactivations were reported on 1963, on 1980 and finally on 2006. 

From the inspcction of the village and from the bibliographical data came out that in all cases the 
surface raptures were located into the areas occupied by the debris materials. On the contrary, no 
[ailnres were reported into the areas occupied by the limestone, the flysch or the transition layers. 

Based on their mechanism, those landslides can be characterized as rotational slides (Varnes 1978) 
(Fig. 2). They act independently, affecting the terraces, and although they all have the same 
preparatory causal factors, each one was activated indepeudently. 

According to the WPIWU reporting method (1994), the main preparatOty causal factors of those 
failures are, regarding the ground conditions, the existence of plastic wcak material and, regarding 
the man made processes, the construction of the terraces (Excavation of slope). Note that, tbe 
debris materials, as products coming from the erosion of the flysch and the transitional formations, 
appear high contents of clay materials. 
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Figure 2 - Rotational slides affecting Figure 3 - Reconstruction and extension of 
the terraces an old house 

According to the same reporting method (WPIWLI 1994), the triggering causal factors of those 
landslides are, regarding the physical processes, the prolonged high precipitation and, regarding 
the man made processes, the loading of slopes or their crests and the uncontrolled flow of the 
surface water through the village (natural irrigation and water leakage from services). The loading 
of the slope was succeeded by the construction and lately the reconstruction and the extension of 
buildings (Fig. 3) and the uncontrolled flow of the surface water through the village (Fig. 4) was 
caused by lack of drainage network. 

Each failure was triggered by a different 
combination of triggering causal factors. 
Except from the prolonged high precipitation 
that affected all the slopes, all the other 
factors acted in relation to the local 
conditions of each slope. For example, the 
slope presented in figure 5 failed during a 
year of prolonged high precipitation (2006) 
because of the increasing loading of its crest 
caused by the reconstruction and the 
extension of the house. On the contrary, the 
slope presented in figure 2, altbough it is 
completely unloaded, failed because of the 
excessive natural irrigation caused by the 
uncontrolled tlow of surface water through 
the field. 

Figure 1 proves that those phenomena were 
well understood by the old residents of the 
village, because, despite their initial attempts 
(Fig. 6), they finally stopped constructing 
buildings along the zone occupied by the 
debris materials. In that picture is clearly 2; 

presented that the majority of the houses ~~:~.~ 
".'f'I-'"were constructed on the north-eastern and the 

-::;;-•..l.. ._;;" .. .... -.south-western parts of the village; occupied 
by the flysch formations and the limestones, 
respectively. On the contrary, the central 
sectlon of the village was finally used for 
cultivation. However, the latest owners of the properties ignored the experience of the past and 
reconstructed houses on the unstable areas (Fig. 5). 

Figure 4 - Uncontrolled flow of the surface 
water through the village 
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Figure 5 - A typical example of slope that failed during a year with prolonged high 
precipitation because of the increased loading of its crest. The landslide cansed extended 

damages to the honse 

Figure 6 - Old damages on the church of saint Paraskevy caused by surface raptures. The 
church was founded on the debris materials 

4. Proposed measures 

The fact that Petroxori is an occasionally inhabitable village, partly reconstructed and without 
public service facilities (schools, healTh centres, etc.) actually determined the cost/efficiency 
relationship of the proposed SUppOlt and protection measures. The proposed measures aim to 
reduce the influence of the landslides on the constructions and to allow the uninterrupted 
development of the village \vithoLlt proposing inexcusably expensive retaining constructions. 
Actually, the proposed measures alln to reduce the consequences of the oncoming movements, 
expected to happen during periods of prolonged high precipitation. The proposed measures were 
set out as follows (Karfakis and Loupasakis 2006). 
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•	 Reconstruction of the retaining walls of the terraces by using gabions. Gabion walls are 
flexible and they can take over considerable deformations caused by foundation's 
settlement or by sliding movements without failing. Note that, the old dry stone retaining 
walls of the telTaces deteriorate intensively when deserted. So, the majority of them require 
reconstruction. 

•	 Construction of surface drains in order to divert water from flowing onto the sliding area 
(collecting ditches and pipes). Note that, because of the morphology the majority of the 
surface water precipitating within the limits of the village flows through the sliding area. So 
the construction of surface drains can reduce the effects of the main triggering causal factor, 
the prolonged high precipitation. 

•	 Asphalt or concert paving of the roads. The drain network of the roads must be connected 
with the proposed surface drains extending all over the village. By means of that procedure 
the roads can work as horizontal barriers of the flowing water aud they can help towards the 
wiser organising of the drain network. 

•	 Prohibition of the extension of buildings. The construction of additional floors increases the 
loads of the slopes' crests and triggers the ruptures. Note that, at the moment, those 
phenomena are confined within the limits of the debris materials. But because of the poor 
mechanical characteristics of the flysch and the unfavourable dip direction of the 
limestones' bedding the construction of additional floors must be reconsider all over the 
village. Further more, the owners of the houses founded along the debris materials must be 
informed for the unstable conditions of the area in order to prevent them from 
reconstructing their houses. In those cases it is better to exchange their building sites with 
other sites, provided by the state, in one of the stable sections of the village. 

•	 Tree planting of the terraces. The root strength mechanical effect combined with the gabion 
walls can rednce, or even more efface, the surface raptures occurrence in the majority of the 
terraces. 

•	 Prohibition of the cultivation of plants requiring big amounts of water for irrigation. Note 
that, because of the occasional habitation of the village the residents do not cultivate any 
plants at the moment. Despite that, they must be informed for the consequences of the 
irrigation of the slopes. 

It is obvious that, the before mentioned support and protection measures can reduce the surface 
raptures but they can not prevent them from happening. Despite that the debris materials area 
divides the village in the middle, the failures' very slow rate of movement (WPIWLl 1995) and 
their occasional reactivation (WP/WLI 1993), reconcile with the occasional habitation of the 
village. The consequences of the raptures (e.g. small displacements along the road network), as far 
as they do not affect the buildings, they can be easily repaired before the next spring season. Note 
that, in cases of villages permanently inhabitable the fact that the unstable area can divide the 
village in two sections is unacceptable. 

5. Conclusions 

The reconstruction of deserted villages founded on areas affected by sliding movements, in order 
to become occasionally inhabitable country houses, must follow the rules of the rational 
management of the financial sources. The construction of expensive retaining structures in order to 
protect deserted houses or building sites of insignificant value is inexcusable. 

In those cases the geological studies must precede all reconstruction activities. Those studies can 
provide detailed guide-lines in order to prevent the reactivation of the landslides and/or to reduce 
the implications in case of reactivation. Also, the geological studies can determine the necessary 
combination of the protection and support measures capable to block the preparatory and the 
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triggering causal factors of the sliding movements. This way, the cost of the applied measures 
reduces to acceptable levels, compatible to the occasional use of those villages. 
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